I make lace in my Nottinghamshire studio from my own designs. I use my machines to interpret a CADtype design in thread, before finishing and assembling the creations into contemporary lace jewellery
and gifts.
I’m inspired by the industrial heritage of my hometown- Nottingham was once the centre of lace
production in the UK- and my first collections drew heavily on old Nottingham Lace patterns and
drawings. The latest J.C. Middlebrook collections reflect new and original ideas, both in motif and
product design. I’m always happy to discuss commissions and colour ideas.
The lace I make is comfortable and wearable; ‘Neck Lace’ adjustable in length, earrings so light they’re
barely there and lace bracelets ‘lacelets’ soft as a sleeve cuff.
Care for your lace couldn’t be easier. Treat like a silk scarf: hand wash
then reshape whilst damp, finally pressing from the reverse when dry.
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Daisy Dreamer is a floral motif,
initially designed for a bridal commission. I
continued to work on the collection for several
months afterwards and it’s now one of my most
popular designs.
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Elder is a fairly new collection, originally
designed for an author to wear for the
launch of her first book. The neck lace
shapes have inspired new ways of wearing
lace
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Jasper is another floral motif, created for the first
Synchronise exhibition at the National Centre for Craft and
Design. I collaborated with ceramist Clare
Gage to make a collection of work inspired by
Wedgewood Jasperware
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Moroccan Heart is my most
popular collection amongst other artists
and designers! Based on drawings
made on holiday in Morocco, this motif
has a more contemporary feel
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The Oakleaf motif is inspired by an old Nottingham
Lace drawing. A simple design, the beauty of the collection
comes from its repetition. Without doubt
the Oakleaf round neck lace NL8 is my all
time best seller!
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Geometric motif ‘Sunrise’ was designed to
balance the floral elements in the majority of
my work. It’s based on an Art Deco type
design, and the sunrise may not be easy to
find in the final lace design, but I promise you,
it IS there!
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Trefoil was one of the first lace designs I created. It is
inspired by an original Nottingham Lace design
and has the largest number of items in the
collection. It’s such an adaptable design,
especially when combined with the heart motif.
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